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Gazprom Space Systems Stand 4370 

Gazprom Space Systems JSC
18B Sacco i Vanzetti Str.
RU-141070 Korolev, Moscow Reg.
Russian Federation
Tel: +7 495 504 2910
Fax: +7 495 504 29 11
Email: ioda@gazprom-spacesystems.ru
URL: www.gazprom-spacesystems.ru

The Russian satellite operator Gazprom Space Systems (GSS), formerly Gascom, was established in 1992. GSS s 
orbital fleet: Yamal 100 and Yamal 201 at 90E, and Yamal 202 at 49E. GSS’s ground infrastructure: four teleports 
in Moscow and the Moscow region. Main activities: Yamal satellites capacity provision and, within Russia, satellite 
telecommunication services and system integration. The company has more then 200 clients in Russia and abroad 
- one fourth of GSS’s profits come from the international market. The company currently builds Yamal-300K and 
Yamal-400 satellites. This year, GSS was selected by WTA as Corporate Teleport Operator of the Year.

Genesis Stand 5163 

Genesis Technical Systems
1720, 510 - 5th Street SW
CA-Calgary, AB T2P 3S2
Canada
Tel: +1 403 608 3098
Fax: +1 403 770 0440
Email: stephen.cooke@genesistechsys.com
URL: www.genesistechsys.com

See our breakthrough technology - that allows Telcos to get up to 400 Mbps bandwidth over existing twisted-
pair copper telephone cabling to rural & urban customers at 1/20th the cost of optical fibre deployment in urban
and 1/100 to rural - at booth #5163. Bonded DSL Rings® (BDR) from www.genesistechsys.com uses existing 
telecoms standards, including G.Bond, Resilient Packet Rings (RPR) and VDSL2. BDR provides the tools (Quality
of Service and Efficient Multicast) for bandwidth efficiency/optimization and managed services. BDR uses less 
carbon footprint while delivering higher bandwidth. Also, BDR can resolve call hand-off issues between adjacent
Femtocells easing wireless Femtocell deployment.

GEOIMAGE Stand 5141.09 France Pavilion

GEOIMAGE
Villa Katia
1871 route de la Roquette
Parc St. Martin
FR-06560 Mougins
France
Tel: +33 4 9300 4000
Fax: +33 4 9300 4001
Email: thibaut.becherel@geoimage.fr
URL: www.geoimage.fr

GEOIMAGE simplifies access to digital maps worldwide. Since its creation in the eighties, GEOIMAGE has been 
one of the world’s top 10 technology suppliers of earth observation image processing and mapping. Specialized
in the telecoms industry, we provide a large range of digital maps for RF planning. We work with major mobile
operators and equipment vendors. Our values are quality of products and services, transparency and reactivity. If 
you want to save time and money, trust GEOIMAGE. We are the leaders of 3D digital databases dedicated to new-
generation networks such as WiMAX, 3G and UMTS. Ask us for information!
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